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The Role of Assessment in Software Process
Improvement
Abstract: This report discusses the role of assessment in improving an
organization's software capabilities; specifically, the ability of the organization's
projects to consistently meet cost, schedule, and quality objectives. Software
process assessments are described from both a conceptual and pragmatic
point of view. Underlying concepts of software process, software process
management, and software process maturity are discussed; collectively, these
constitute a framework for software process assessment and improvement.

1. Software Process Overview
1.1. Introduction

Our focus in this report is the ability of software organizations to produce (and
evolve) software systems within the constraints of cost, schedule, and quality.
We contend that successful software suppliers will increasingly require
software developmen1 processes that are explicitly defined, measured, and
managed.
The report is organized into five chapters. The first two provide a conceptual
foundation for the remaining three, which discuss the principles and practice
of software process assessment.
Chapter 1 introduces the notion of software process, discusses its role in
relation to people and technology, and provides the motivation for focusing on
the software process.
Chapter 2 introduces software process management and discusses some of
its fundamental principles.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of software process assessment, introduces a
software process improvement paradigm, and discusses the underlying
principles and implementation risks of the assessment process.
1Unless otherwise indicated, we use the term development in its broadest sense to include the activities
traditionally labeled maintenance.
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Chapter 4 describes how assessments are conducted. Those assessments
conducted by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) are used as the basis
for this discussion.
Finally, Chapter 5 discusses how organizations can establish their own
assessment programs.

1.2. The State of Practice of Software Engineering
Much current software practice is reminiscent of how Rita Mae Brown, an
American poet, defines insanity: doing the same thing over and over, and
expecting different results. Ongoing work at the Software Engineering
Institute to characterize and report on the state of the practice of software
engineering in the Department of Defense (DoD) software community
indicates that the majority of software organizations are operating at an
immature level2 of software process capability [HUM89]. In a mature software
process, an organization combines methods, techniques, and technology to
produce consistent results. In an immature software process, costs and
schedules are largely unpredictable, quality is generally marginal, and
technology is often used ineffectively.
Specifically, organizations with
immature processes are deficient in one or more of the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Project planning
Project management
Configuration management
Software quality assurance

After assessments of several dozen large software organizations (many of
which were conducted by the SEI) it is becoming increasingly clear that they
all face similar problems [HUM89]. What is more, these problems have all
been solved before, and often in the same organization!
Software professionals generally need the most help in controlling
requirements, coordinating changes, managing (and making) plans, managing
interdependencies, and getting help on systems design issues. Since the
energy spent on these and similar problems generally consumes a large part
of every programmer's time, this is where management can provide the most
immediate help. The surprising thing is, at least for low maturity organizations,
technical issues rarely appear at the top of their priority lists. This is not
because technical issues are not important; it is because so many
management problems must be handled first.
2The concept of software process maturity is discussed in Section 3.2.
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A mature software process does not eliminate the need to understand the
application, to deal with changing requirements, and to manage system design
issues. However, organizations with more mature processes are better
positioned to address the issues effectively and avoid the unnecessary
exacerbation of these and other more mundane problems.
Since critical defense systems are becoming increasingly reliant on complex
software, aggressive improvement actions are required to address these
crucial problems.
1.3. The Process View
Brooks has pointed out that there is no magical silver bullet which will solve all
these problems, at least not in the foreseeable future [BRO87]. In light of this
our approach has been to take a process perspective in considering industrial
efforts to produce software within the constraints of cost, schedule, and
quality. This approach involves treating the way software professionals
produce software as a separate, distinct entity which can be described,
defined, studied, measured, managed, and improved. The motivation for this
perspective is a basic principle of industrial engineering3: the quality of a
product is governed by the quality of the process used to develop and evolve
it.
A process is a set of activities, methods, and practices which guide people
(with their tools) in the production of goods or services. The software process
is that process used to develop or evolve software products. A fully effective
software process must consider the relationships of the required tasks, the
tools and methods, and the skill, training, and motivation of the people
involved.
Software organizations employ a software process regardless of whether or
not it is explicitly defined, documented, and managed. Every software
organization has, as a minimum, the de facto process--the state of practice
among its current software professionals. Typically, there is little conscious
attention given the de facto software process; it just happens. So it is
important to understand that the issue is not whether a software organization
uses a software process, but whether it will manage the software process it
already has.

3Software development is, at least in part, an industrial engineering activity [BAU75].
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1.4. The Role of the Software Process
There are several aspects to the role played by a well-defined and effective
software process. First, a defined and documented software process provides
a framework for the key activities of software development. The role is akin to
roadways and traffic laws. Imagine the chaos resulting from a lack of
established roadway systems, laws, and enforcement mechanisms. This
characterization of the state of many software organizations is not altogether
unfair.
Secondly, the software process provides a vehicle for defining expectations for
key activities in terms of input and output criteria. Because the production of
software is complex, the people involved frequently find it difficult to fully
understand why a process has been designed in a particular way and, more
importantly, what the implications of deviating from the defined process are.
Defined software processes make explicit the interdependencies of activities
and thus directly support the producer-consumer paradigm4 within the
software organization .
Finally, a process focus helps to assure that the organization from experience
by providing the equivalent of culture or tradition to either help avoid similar
problems or successfully deal with them. With time, the software process
evolves, grows, and improves as it responds to and deals with new situations
and challenges.
In commenting on his successes in physics, Sir Isaac Newton said:
If I have seen further than those who proceeded me, it is because
I have stood on the shoulders of giants.5
Although Sir Isaac may have been standing on the shoulders of giants, all too
often today's software professionals are standing on each others' toes! With
a mature software process, software organizations will increasingly be able to
build on their experience and software professionals will be able to apply their
skills to the most challenging technical problems.

4The view that each individual in the software development process is both a producer and consumer of
information and other relevant artifacts.
5Stephen Jay Gould, The Panda's Thumb (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1980), pp. 47.
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1.5. The Benefits of a Good Process
What are the benefits an organization can expect from explicitly defining,
documenting, and managing its software process? Among the most important
are the following:
• More appropriate and effective use of software professionals
• A basis for quantitative software management
• Sustained orderly improvement of the software process
A frequently heard concern is that with so many rules and constraints (e.g.,
standards and policies), there will be no opportunities for creative and
innovative software professionals. The basis for this concern is usually
confusion about what constitutes creative and innovative work. Typically,
there are so many crises to handle in software projects that creative software
people are consumed with such technically trivial problems as who made the
last change to module X, and why!
An explicitly defined and documented software process provides the
foundation for developing, over time, a quantitative software management
capability. By this we mean the ability to make most management decisions
on the basis of quantitative data characterizing the process and its
effectiveness. In most organizations today, software management is largely
intuitive. However, once the software organization has defined its software
process and begins to understand and manage it quantitatively, it has
achieved the capacity for sustained and orderly improvement. This will be
vital for survival of the software businesses of the future.
A quantitative software management capability, for example, permits the
organization to identify (in quantitative terms) the weaknesses in the process,
their impact, and the potential gains from improvement actions. The ability to
forecast, in quantitative terms, the potential return on investment in
automation can greatly facilitate the approval process .
As an organization begins to augment its defined software process with
metrics and gather and analyze process data, there will be a paradigm shift to
management based on quantitative data.

CMU/SEI-TR-89-1
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1.6. Process in Perspective
In software engineering, people, process, and technology6 are mutually
dependent on one another. All are critical components of an organization's
software capability. A common but fallacious view is that one of these three is
the most important. For example, historically, there has been a perception
that software technology would be the silver bullet which would make the
seemingly intractable problems collectively referred to as the software crisis,
go away. In fact, people, process, and technology share a relationship more
akin to the legs of a triangle or links in a chain. They are all important, and it is
pointless to ask which is most important.
When a particular approach seems to fit a need, it is often tempting to assume
that it will solve all the problems. While process management provides a
powerful basis for assessing software problems and a consistent framework
for organizational improvement, it is not a cure-all. Having a mature software
process does not guarantee success. Successful results can be produced by
exceptional software professionals in spite of an immature process; however,
from a business perspective, the risk involved is likely to be unacceptable.
Another key area which needs to be considered is the domain expertise of the
application designers. In studying many software products to see what
separated superior designs from others, Curtis found the successes were
always designed by people who understood the application [CUR87, CUR88]:
for example, a well-designed program to control a missile was designed by
someone who understood missiles. Convincing evidence indicates that
superior products have superior designs. This may seem self-evident, but it is
worth repeating. In that sense, a program can be viewed as executable
knowledge. When application designers have domain knowledge coupled
with the ability to produce a creative design, a quality product is likely to result.
With such talents, an orderly process can be of great help. Without them,
good product design is unlikely, regardless of the process used.

6For the purpose of this discussion, we take software technology to mean software tools, methods, and
environments.
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2. Principles of Software Process Management

2.1. The Discipline of Software Process Management
Software process management is the use of process engineering concepts,
techniques, and practices to explicitly monitor, control, and improve the
software process. The objective of software process management is to
enable an organization to produce software products according to plan while
simultaneously improving the quality of its products.
Many of the fundamental principles of process engineering and management
are simple and straightforward. They have been applied in other industries,
such as automobile manufacturing, chemical/pharmaceutical processing, and
integrated circuit fabrication. The seminal work in process engineering and
management was conducted during the first half of this century by Shewhart,
Deming, Juran, and others [DEM82, WAL86].
The identification and characterization of these principles has been discussed
in the literature [AGR81, AGR83]. Card [CAR87] characterizes the discipline
of process engineering and contrasts it with software engineering:
To define this high-level conceptual and management
approach, the underlying production process must be
distinguished from day-to-day production activities. In
manufacturing, the engineer who designs the product
typically has different skills and responsibilities from the
engineer who designs the factory in which the product is
built. The same distinction should be made in software
development.
Process engineering views software
development as a general production process distinct
from any particular project. Software engineering is the
application of this process within a project to develop a
specific product.

CMU/SEI-TR-89-1
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Card goes on to describe the high-level steps of production, product testing,
and acceptance/operation, with the production step being the focus of process
engineering. Figure 2.1, from his paper, illustrates graphically the view of
process engineering discussed in that paper.

Note: Figures in this document are not available in this copy. To purchase
a copy with figures, refer to the Defense Technical Information Center
(http://www.dtic.mil/).

Figure 2.1: The Software Process Engineering View

The remainder of this chapter discusses the following principles of software
process management:
1. The quality of a software product is governed by the quality of the
process used to develop and evolve it.
2. Until the software process is under statistical control, orderly and
sustained improvement is impossible.
3. The software process is a management responsibility.
4. The software process must be defined and documented.
5. The software process will not improve itself.
2.2. Process Quality
Many other industries have recognized that a defined, documented, and
managed process is needed to ensure quality products. In traditional
manufacturing of physical products such as automobiles and integrated

8
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circuits, this principle is self-evident and compelling. For example, no one
would consider trying to fix chips at the end of the fabrication line. It is
sobering to contemplate the amount of effort expended in the software
industry by attempting to do essentially that with software systems.
How ironic it is that in the software industry, where the inner workings of our
product can only be imagined, we have not yet fully recognized and accepted
this principle. It is clearly necessary with such intangible artifacts that the
process be the primary guarantor of product quality. While some testing will
always be required, more emphasis is clearly needed on process
management and ultimately on process certification.
2.3. Statistical Control
When a process is under statistical control, repeating the work in roughly the
same way will produce roughly the same result. All other factors being the
same, it is thus necessary to improve the process to get consistently better
results. Further, if the process is not under statistical control, sustained
improvement is not possible.
W. Edward Deming, in his work with the Japanese after World War II, applied
the concepts of statistical process control to many of their industries [DEM82].
While there are important differences between those industries and the
development and evolution of software, many of the same concepts are as
applicable to software as they are to automobiles, cameras, wrist watches,
and steelmaking.
The basic principle behind statistical control is measurement. As Lord Kelvin
said:
...when you can measure what you are speaking about,
and express it in numbers, you know something about it;
but when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind; it may
be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in
your thoughts advanced to the stage of science.

Processes which are in statistical control are amenable to examination using
quantitative techniques such as control charts which, among other things,
provide quantitative guidelines for process "capacity". These, in turn, can help
detect a particular process execution which has produced results which do not
meet expectations.

CMU/SEI-TR-89-1
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Clearly, we are better off when our processes are under control. With
quantitative guidelines, we can easily detect process steps where results do
not meet expectations.
But the significance of statistical process control goes beyond this. Until a
process is under statistical control, it is impossible to know whether an
intended improvement has had the expected impact on process output Until
this control has been achieved, one cannot tell whether variations in process
performance are due to intrinsic causes or to the intended process
improvement.
2.4. Management Responsibility
Perhaps Deming's most important contribution has been his insistence that
process changes are management's responsibility [DEM82]. Most people will
generally do the best job they can within the constraints of their working
environment; exhortations to change cause little lasting improvement and
often make things worse. This means that sustained progress requires
sustained management action While the managers will not actually make
the changes, they must set the priorities, furnish the resources, and provide
continuing support. Changes to the software process must start at the top.
Major changes thus require leadership and sponsorship. This requires a
management team with the conviction that long-term improvement is both
possible and essential. To produce results, these managers must insist on
effective performance. While they will not actually implement improvement
actions, they must establish challenging goals, set the priorities, furnish the
resources, monitor progress, and provide continuing support. Changes to the
software process must start at the top.
2.5. Process Definition
One of the first improvement actions an organization must take is to define
and document the existing process. A common understanding and agreement
as to just what the process is enables groups of professionals and technicians
to work together as a team. The definition of each process includes, as a
minimum, the following information [RAD85]:
• Entry criteria: What are the preconditions for beginning this process?
What should be true before work begins?

10
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• Task description: What steps are needed to complete the task? Note
that some of these steps will themselves be described in separate
process definitions.
• Validation criteria: How will the adequacy of the work performed be
determined?
Applicable standards, adherence to operating
instructions, etc., are typically cited here.
• Exit criteria: What are the post-conditions for this process? What
must be true for this work to be considered complete? How has the
"world" changed as a result of successfully completing the process?
2.6. Process Support
In most software organizations, no one is working on improving the software
process; everyone is focused on projects and product delivery.
No one questions the need to design a manufacturing process before they
order the tools and go into production. They must consider raw materials
handling, design the process flow, select the tools, specify the controls, and
oversee ordering, installation, and operation. The software process needs the
same attention. If it is not designed, it will merely be adjusted to each
successive crisis. Overall performance will be essentially unchanged: a
chaotic process that will remain chaotic.
The SEI is promoting the establishment of Software Engineering Process
Groups (SEPGs) in software organizations. These are groups of software
professionals who concentrate on improving the organization's software
development process. The SEPG role is to focus the process improvement
effort. They lead assessments of the current operation and coordinate
development of the resulting action plans. They are involved in action plan
implementation and periodically report to management on progress.
An SEPG is chartered to facilitate the definition, documentation, and
improvement of the organization's software process. Its ongoing functions
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performing periodic software process assessments.
Reporting status of the software process to senior management.
Facilitating the definition and improvement of technical and
management processes
Facilitating the definition and maintenance of process standards.
Establishing and maintaining a software process database.
Initiating and providing process education and training.
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•
•

Identifying, screening, and evaluating appropriate candidate
software technologies
Providing process consultation to software practitioners.

Once the SEPG is established, the group also actively participates in the action
plan7 for process improvement by doing the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitating action plan development and review.
Leading and coordinating action plan implementation.
Establishing and monitoring pilot change efforts.
Tracking action plan implementation progress against plan.
Conducting periodic management reviews.

Additional areas of activity may be appropriate. These will depend on the specific
findings and recommendations of the assessment team. Smooth transition and
coordination between the action plan team and a newly established SEPG are
necessary for effective implementation of the action plan.
The SEPG is a small but dedicated resource of competent and experienced
professionals. Typically, 2 to 3 percent of the size of the organization is adequate.
While some personnel should be permanently assigned to the SEPG, it is useful to
rotate technical and management professionals into the SEPG for two- to three-year
assignments.
Note that the SEPG function is not to be confused with the SQA function, which is an
audit and enforcement mechanism. The SEPG works closely with and assists
software projects by providing knowledge, guidance, and consultation on software
technologies, methods, practices, and tools. SQA's role is to enforce the current
process while the SEPG is dedicated to changing it

7An action plan describes the improvement actions an assessed organization intends to carry out
following a software process assessment. See Chapters 3 and 4 of this report for additional discussions
of the role of action plans in process improvement.
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3. Introduction to Software Process Assessment
Software process assessments help organizations characterize the current
state of their software process. Well run assessments also produce findings
and action recommendations which help organizations set objectives and
priorities for process improvement. This chapter discusses a paradigm for
facilitating software process improvements, a supporting SEI software process
maturity framework, and some fundamental principles underlying
assessments.
3.1. A Paradigm for Software Process Improvement
As discussed in the first two chapters, an important first step in addressing
software problems is viewing the entire software task as a process that can be
controlled, measured, and improved. To produce orderly improvement in their
software capabilities, organizations must take the following steps:
1. Understand the current status of their software process.
2. Develop a vision of the desired software process.
3. Establish a list of required software process improvement actions in
order of priority.
4. Produce a plan to accomplish these actions.
5. Commit the resources and execute the plan.
6. Start over at 1.

CMU/SEI-TR-89-1
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A specific implementation of this paradigm is used by the SEI to facilitate
software process improvement in the DoD software community; it is shown in
Figure 3.1.1.

{ Software Process Improvement Cycle}
Note: Figures in this document are not available in this copy. To purchase
a copy with figures, refer to the Defense Technical Information Center
(http://www.dtic.mil/).

Figure 3.1.1: A Software Process Improvement Cycle

To actually improve an organization, it is helpful to have a clear picture of the
ultimate goal and some way to gauge progress along the way. The framework
used by the SEI characterizes the software process across five maturity levels.
By establishing their organization's position in this maturity structure, software
professionals and their managers can more readily identify areas where
improvement actions will be most fruitful. The next section briefly discusses
this maturity structure. This structure is intended to be used with the
assessment methodology which is described in the remainder of this report.
3.2. SEI Software Process Maturity Framework
As part of a continuing effort to aid the US military services in identifying
contractors with appropriate software capabilities, the SEI has developed a
software process maturity framework (Figure 3.2.1) similar to Crosby's
progressive management maturity grid [CRO79]. The maturity framework is
an empirical model derived from the collective experiences of a number of
experienced software managers and practitioners and is widely used by
United States software organizations to guide their improvement efforts
[HUM88].
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Note: Figures in this document are not available in this copy. To purchase
a copy with figures, refer to the Defense Technical Information Center
(http://www.dtic.mil/).

{Maturity Framework Graphic}

Figure 3.2.1: SEI Process Maturity Framework

These five levels have been selected because they:
• Reasonably represent the historical phases
improvement of actual software organizations.

of

evolutionary

• Represent a measure of improvement that is reasonable to achieve
from the prior level.
• Suggest interim improvement goals and progress measures.
• Make obvious a set of immediate improvement priorities once an
organization's status in this framework is known.
While there are many aspects to an organization's transition from each
maturity level to the next, the overall objective is to achieve a controlled and
measured process.
This provides a scientific foundation for continuous
process improvement.
3.3.Definition of Assessment
A software process assessment is an appraisal, or review, performed by a
trained team of software professionals. Its purpose is to determine the current
state of an organization's software process, to identify the highest priority
process issues, and to facilitate improvement actions. A process assessment
helps software organizations improve by identifying their critical software
CMU/SEI-TR-89-1
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problems and establishing improvement priorities. The basic objectives of an
assessment are: to learn how the organization works, identify its major
problems and enroll its opinion leaders in the change process [HUM87b].
John Gardner described the reason for doing an assessment, saying that
most organizations "are not suffering because they can't solve their problems
but because they will not see their problems" [GAR65].
Management is often so focussed on finding solutions that they fail to define
their problems. Dale Zand, a professor at the New York University School of
Business, notes that when managers say, "I don't want to hear your problems,
I want to hear your solutions," they are taking the wrong approach [ZAN82].
At the other extreme, an unconstrained search for problems without regard to
solutions rarely results in much useful guidance. It is important to focus first
on problem definition since complex problems must be thoroughly understood
before a solution is attempted. When problems are ill-defined, the solutions
are rarely useful; they may not even be pertinent to the actual problems the
professionals deal with on a daily basis.
Software assessments are similar to the organizational development methods
used successfully for many years [CON73, HUS75, ROD78]. They have also
been used by both IBM and the SEI [HUM87a, HUM89, OLS89, RAD85]. The
approach is to conduct a structured series of interviews with key people in the
organization to learn their problems, concerns, and creative ideas.
Assessments differ from other studies that are commonly performed. Project
reviews, for example, are generally used to identify the status of a particular
project. Such evaluations are often initiated by senior management to probe
specific issues or expose suspected problems. While this is a proper exercise
of management responsibility, it is often a poor way to motivate change and
generally provides little guidance on how to improve the software process.
Audits are also conducted for senior managers who suspect problems and
send in experts to uncover them. In the financial field, examples of errors and
occasional wrongdoing are so common that periodic financial audits are a sign
of a well-run business. With software, periodic audits are also needed to
maintain consistent focus on the way the work is supposed to be done. Some
responsible engineering groups even make a practice of requesting audits of
their own projects. Although this is not common, it can be very helpful in
helping these groups identify key issues. This practice is similar to the
assessment process discussed in this report.
The main reason to audit software work, however, is to ensure that
professionals follow the officially approved process. Based on our experience,
typical deviations from the defined process are not motivated by greed but by
a desire to get the job done as quickly and effectively as practical. When
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professionals find that some aspects of the official process are outmoded and
inefficient, they try to get the job done in spite of these bureaucratic obstacles,
and their expedient shortcuts often turn out to be very effective. Thus, an
audit can actually do more harm than good, particularly if the official process is
either not defined or cannot be implemented as stated.
Software audits can be highly effective when the software process is defined
well enough to provide a standard. Comprehensive audits of large software
organizations can be expensive, however, since they require a great deal of
work by teams of skilled professionals.
3.4. Assessment Principles
A good assessment requires a competent team, sound leadership, and a
cooperative organization. Because of the human-intensive nature of the
software process, however, there are some special considerations:
•
•
•
•
•

The need for a process model as a basis for the assessment.
The requirement for confidentiality.
Senior management involvement.
Attitude and teamwork.
An action orientation.

These points are described further in the following sections.

3.4.1. Software Process Framework
An assessment implies the existence of a standard: An organization's
process is reviewed in comparison with some vision of how such processes
should be performed. As the proverb says, "If you don't know where you are
going, any road will do." The SEI has developed a process maturity model
and assessment questionnaire to provide a foundation for process
assessments and evaluations conducted in the DoD software community
[HUM88].
Without such a foundation, an assessment can easily become a loosely
directed, intuitive exploration. If the assessment team members have
extensive software experience and good intuition, such studies can still be
valuable. It is likely, however, that the members of such a group will focus on
their own particular specialties with the result that no topic is covered in much
depth and many areas are overlooked. If such teams split into individuals or
small units to probe particular areas, there is a better chance of covering all
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the key topics. Unfortunately, this approach may result in many different views
of the operation, reducing the likelihood of a coherent result. Splitting the
team also destroys the synergistic power of the group's diverse experience
and minimizes the likelihood of agreement on anything but generalities.
These problems can be avoided when an assessment is based on a common
view of the desired software process; this provides a basis for orderly
exploration as well as a framework for establishing problem priorities. With
such a focus, the team can work together on the key issues and
recommendations. While agreement may take some time, the discussions
invariably stimulate deeper understanding, and far better conclusions are
reached than would otherwise be possible.
3.4.2. Strict Confidentiality
The purpose of an assessment is to support the organization's improvement
program and not to report its problems to higher management. Even when an
assessment is initiated with this intent, it is extraordinarily difficult to maintain
confidentiality, particularly when a chief executive demands to see the results.
If any member of the assessment team provides such data, however, the
people will learn that they cannot really speak in confidence. As this becomes
widely known, the assessment group will find it increasingly difficult to conduct
assessments which uncover the real issues.
Confidentiality permits the assessment team to talk to people at all levels of
the organization. If the managers suspect that the findings will be passed to
higher management, they will properly insist on being present at every
interview. Unfortunately, when managers are present, professionals are
unlikely to say anything that their managers don't know already or with which
they might disagree. There is then no reason to have an assessment; the
managers could present this official view far more efficiently in a two-hour
briefing.
Confidentiality is required at all organizational levels. The professionals must
know that their comments will not be attributed to them. Several projects
should be reviewed at once and the project managers should be told that the
results for their projects will be given only to them. Site management is then
provided a composite picture of the overall operation. This ensures that no
single project or individual is identified with any specific problem.
In short, both vertical (management) and horizontal (project) confidentiality is
essential to ensure the free flow of information between the assessment team
and the organization's software professionals.
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3.4.3. Sponsorship
The senior manager sets the organization's priorities. This local manager
typically gives final approval for software commitments and answers to
corporate management when things go wrong. While some senior managers
are responsible for multiple projects in several locations, it is wise to focus on
a reasonably local geographic area. This minimizes project disruption,
simplifies assessment arrangements, and generally facilitates subsequent
action planning and implementation. In addition, it eases the assessment task
by ensuring a reasonably homogeneous set of projects and software cultures.
In the following discussions, the senior manager of this total organization will
be called the site manager.
The site manager must be personally involved in the assessment and its
follow-up action plans. If not, the work will not get sufficient priority. While
some initial good-faith attempts may be made, the first crisis will soon preempt
these process improvement efforts. To have any lasting impact, the site
manager must personally participate, assign qualified people, and periodically
review the progress of the resulting action plans.
Without this support, the assessment is likely to be a waste of time. The
practitioners can generally handle their routine problems but lasting
improvements must survive these periodic crises. That is when the process is
under most stress, when management is most likely to defer nonessential
work, and when serious disasters are most likely. Since software crises are
common, if the site manager will not protect the process improvement efforts,
they are not likely to continue long enough to do much good.
3.4.4. Attitude and Teamwork
Any assessment can easily appear as an arrogant activity. A group of remote
"experts" reviews a large and complex organization and in a few days tells
them what they are doing wrong and what they should do to improve.
Generally the local people work hard, are dedicated to doing a good job, and
are trying to improve. They are thus properly skeptical of any brief study and
doubt it can have any lasting impact.
If an assessment team arrives thinking it has all the answers, the local
professionals will soon sense it. Their natural reaction will be to show these
"experts" they are not so smart after all. This leads to an unspoken wish that
the assessment will fail. Under these conditions, it often will.
This attitude is not only understandable but is quite proper. A small team of
outside experts cannot hope to identify in a few days the most critical
problems in any organization. Complex problems rarely have simple answers,
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and the subtleties of most organizations are far too intricate for any group to
fathom so quickly.
The fundamental assumption must be that the on-site professionals are smart,
motivated, and have many good ideas. If they can be convinced to share their
knowledge with the team, the assessment can be a catalyst for self
improvement. This will work, however, only when they see the assessment as
a way to get help rather than as a threat of exposure.
A highly critical attitude or a lack of interest in local views by the assessment
team can be deadly. When good work is found it should be recognized and
identified so other groups can take advantage of it. Surprisingly, for each
software problem, there is often someone in the organization who has already
solved it. Making this capability visible can be one of the greatest and most
immediate benefits of the assessment. Mistakes and oversights must also be
identified, but they should be objectively reported without attribution, criticism,
or blame. The team must recognize that their suggestions are only ideas
which will have to be evaluated and adjusted to local conditions. As difficult as
it is to achieve, the proper attitude is one of open-minded and supportive
professionalism.
Occasionally, a local practitioner may be less than cooperative, even when the
assessment team is appropriately supportive, some local people will resent
them and not cooperate. If the team's actions clearly demonstrate their desire
for active collaboration with the on-site professionals, however, this will be
recognized and people generally will respond positively.

3.4.5. Action Focus
Finally, to have lasting effect, the assessment must be directed toward
improvement. An action orientation keeps questions focused on current
problems and the need to solve them. Otherwise, the assessment will not
focus on the priority issues, and it will not produce recommendations that will
be implemented.
An aborted or misguided assessment will have little benefit and can even
make the situation worse. Prior to an assessment, the professionals generally
are aware of their worst problems and often assume management is not.
While this leads them to view management as mildly inept, they can assume
management does not understand the issues and cannot be expected to solve
them. After an assessment, this is no longer the case. A team of experts has
heard their concerns and suggestions for what should be done about them.
These results are then reported to the site manager. After all this, a manager
who does not take action will be seen as either incompetent or unconcerned
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with the problems. In either case, morale will suffer. Thus management must
either focus on taking action or not conduct an assessment.
3.5. Assessment Ground Rules
A written set of ground rules helps the assessment run smoothly. For an
external assessment8, the site manager and the assessment team leader
usually sign a written agreement covering these ground rules. Such an
agreement minimizes subsequent misunderstandings and ensures agreement
on the critical points, such as the following:
1. The assessment team members will keep the assessment results
confidential.
2. The site manager agrees to participate personally in the opening and
closing assessment meetings.
3. The site manager agrees to assign two to four in-house professionals
to handle the assessment arrangements and to lead the follow-up
action plan work. They will be full assessment team members.
4. The site manager commits the organization to developing and
implementing appropriate action plans in response to the assessment
recommendations. If an action plan is not deemed appropriate, the
reasons must be explained to the assessment team.
While such an agreement is essential for external assessments, it is perhaps
even more important for an in-house assessment9. Without a clear statement
of roles and responsibilities, the assessment team members may not call on
management when they should. In any case, both the site manager and the
team members should clearly understand the way the assessment is to be
conducted and what they are expected to do.

3.6. Implementation Risks
The greatest risk with assessment is that no significant improvement actions
will be taken. Without proper management focus, some superficial effort may
be made, but soon everything will revert to "business as usual." To avoid this,
a catalyst, such as goals and management reviews, is needed to maintain the
improvement priority. Long-term goals should be established first and then
8By this, we mean an assessment team lead by people from a separate organization, such as the SEI.
9The assessment team is led by professionals from the same parent organization.
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sub-goals for intervening two- or three-month periods. A senior management
quarterly review can then maintain high level checkpoint visibility, crystallize
the plans, and create the motivation required to get things accomplished.
Some of the other key risks and potential actions to alleviate them are as
follows:
Schedule conflicts: Despite the best intentions, crises that conflict with
assessment plans often arise. The most damaging of these require the site
manager to miss the opening or closing meeting. While these conflicts are
unfortunate, they have happened in nearly one-third of the assessments that
the SEI has conducted. One effective approach is to request a substitute
executive to speak for the site manager and arrange a private meeting to
cover the issues with the site manager in person.
Inadequate support: In the few cases of inadequate management support the
SEI has experienced, the assessment commitment was made at too low a
management level. Often only a very senior executive can take a sufficiently
long-term view to avoid becoming defensive. Also, even fairly high-level
managers are often only responsible for portions of the software work, so they
cannot provide adequate organization-wide priority. It is very difficult, if not
impossible, to recover from this problem. The best way to avoid this situation
is to initially deal with the executive who controls the resources for the site.
Lack of follow-through: Management changes or other high-priority issues can
unintentionally reduce the focus on action plan implementation. In our
experience, it has not been unusual for the site manager to change between
the final assessment report and action plan completion. Occasionally the
action priorities were lost; more frequently the improvement efforts were
successfully maintained. The most important determinants of success were
the presence of an aggressive manager to lead the change efforts, a capable
process improvement staff, and a clearly stated improvement goal.
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4. Conducting Software Process Assessments
4.1. Assessment Phases
Assessments, as defined by the SEI, consist of six phases [OLS89]:
1. Selection: an organization is identified as a candidate for assessment.
2. Commitment: the organization commits to participating in the
assessment.
3. Preparation: the assessment team and the organization prepare to
conduct the assessment.
4. Assessment: the on-site assessment is conducted.
5. Report: the assessment team prepares a detailed written report of its
findings and recommendations and delivers a briefing
to the
organization's senior management.
6. Follow-up: an action plan is developed and implemented by the
assessed organization.
This chapter focuses on the preparation, assessment, and report phases.
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4.2. Preparing for an Assessment
Following commitment to the assessment process by the senior site executive,
an assessment team is selected and trained. Team members identify projects
that will be assessed and hold briefings to inform those who will be involved in
the assessment.
4.2.1. Forming an Assessment Team
The assessment team leader is selected first, typically by the site manager.
The leader is someone who has considerable software experience, has the
ability to lead small groups, and has experience in making presentations to
senior management. He or she should have assessment experience or should
obtain advice and assistance from someone who has.
All assessment team members should be experienced software developers,
and one or more should have experience in each phase of the software
development process. Four to six professionals form an adequate team,
although more can be included. Since larger teams cost more money and are
harder to manage, an upper limit of eight to ten participants is usually wise.
Whenever possible, the assessment team members should have at least eight
to ten years professional software experience and be well respected and
knowledgeable in the organization. They must all be able to deal with people
in an informal and non-threatening manner and be team players. It is also
essential that they be motivated to advocate and participate in software
process improvement .
No assessment team member should be currently serving in an audit or
review capacity for any of the projects being assessed. It is also a mistake to
include a line manager over any of the projects being assessed or the people
being interviewed. If the organization is large enough, it is also desirable to
select members who are not working directly on any of the projects being
assessed.
The team members should be drawn from several groups within the
organization being assessed. A few members can come from assurance or
support groups, but the team must appreciate the pressures of line product
development. No one should participate in the assessment who is otherwise
personally involved in reviewing, supporting, or managing the projects being
assessed. The members can be drawn from parallel projects, local test
groups, or Software Quality Assurance (SQA) groups from other locations.
The local SQA people, however, should not participate on the assessment
team. Since smaller organizations may have trouble finding enough people
who meet all criteria, they will have to make some compromises. In doing so,
they should attempt to pick managers or professionals who are working on the
projects rather than staff professionals or managers. While some staff
24
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members can help to balance an assessment team, most members should
have recent development experience.
With an external assessment, at least one professional from the organization
being assessed should participate as a full team member. This facilitates the
planning process, provides the rest of the team with background on the
organization, and establishes a focal point for assessment logistics and followup action. Since this local member is critical to the success of the effort, the
site manager should be personally involved in making the selection. We have
found that, up to a limit of four or five, the more local participation the better.
4.2.2. Assessment Team Preparation
In joining the assessment team, the members agree to full participation during
the training period, the on-site review, and the development of
recommendations and final assessment report. Unrelated phone calls are
held, all other meetings and commitments rescheduled, and members should
be on time for every session. Assessments are intense efforts, and it is very
disruptive to have one or two members consistently late or otherwise
preoccupied.
Typically the team leader conducts a two- or three-day training program for the
entire assessment team. Team members become familiar with the
assessment process and begin building a cohesive working group. Even if
some members have previously been trained, they fully participate in this
training so that they can learn about the organization being assessed,
contribute to assessment planning, and be full and recognized members of the
new team. A typical training program includes the following activities:
1. The assessment schedule and objectives are outlined.
2. The assessment principles are reviewed together with the software
process framework.
3. The organization's mission, its management structure, and its recent
history are briefly outlined by the organization members.
4. The assessment guidelines are discussed, and all team members are
asked to sign the written agreement.
5. A team-building exercise is conducted to assist the group in developing
an effective and mutually supportive operational relationship.
6. The detailed plan for the assessment period is developed, including the
purpose of each session, the participants, and their roles.
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7. Where necessary, portions of the assessment process are rehearsed
until the members are comfortable with their roles.
8. The details of the on-site period are arranged The organization
members describe key projects, and the team selects the most
appropriate projects to assess. Following project selection, the final
details of the on-site period are settled. These involve meeting
facilities, participant selection, daily schedules, and administrative
support.
4.2.3. Preparing the Site
This section discusses activities which the site assessment team members
conduct prior to the start of the on-site phase of the assessment.
4.2.3.1. Spreading the Word
An important activity in preparing the site for the upcoming assessment is to
publicly announce that an assessment will be conducted and take steps to
ensure that the site software professionals are adequately and accurately
informed about the following:
1. What an assessment is.
2. Why it is being conducted, and what is expected to happen as a result.
3. Who will be directly involved, and what the nature of the involvement
will be.
4. When the on-site assessment activities will occur.
Spreading the work is important because assessments can appear very
similar to audits, which may arouse distrust and suspicion. If the assessment
is perceived as an audit, the success of the assessment will be significantly
diminished. Assessments depend on a free flow of information about how the
software process works in practice, not how it could or should have been
performed, nor how it will be performed the next time around. Being open and
specific about the assessment is the best way to assure that it will be
perceived for what it is: an opportunity for the software organization to
examine its operations with a healthy focus on improvement.
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4.2.3.2. Selecting Projects
Typically five or six projects are selected as representative samples of the
organization's software process. The guiding principle for selecting projects is
that they represent the mainstream software business for the organization.
One effective approach is to have the site prepare a list of candidate projects
for review by the entire assessment team during team training.
A common tendency is to select either the best projects or "problem" projects.
The former usually results from wanting the organization to look good on the
assessment; this is roughly analogous to cheating in your favor when
balancing your checkbook. The latter results from the erroneous belief that
assessments make everything better.
While this belief may be
understandable, the practices are inappropriate and counterproductive since
assessments do not fix projects. An assessment of the organization's best
projects will not accurately highlight areas needing improvement. Similarly, an
assessment of projects that have special problems may not result in
recommendations that will have widespread benefit. An assessment is the
beginning of a change process which takes time, effort, and commitment; it is
not a quick fix.
4.2.3.3. Selecting Functional Area Representatives
During the on-site period, time is set aside to conduct discussions with
software practitioners from selected technical areas such as requirements and
high-level design, code and unit test, and so on. Typically, four to six
professionals are selected from across the organization for each functional
area. The primary purpose of these discussions is to provide the assessment
team with a practitioner's perspective on the most pressing process problems
facing the organization.
A secondary objective is to enroll the leading technical opinion leaders in the
improvement process by encouraging them to start thinking about how
activities within the scope of their influence and control might be improved.
Given this context, each functional area representative should have the
following characteristics:
1. Considered an expert in the technical area by his or her peers.
2. Assigned to, and working on, one or more mainstream projects at the
site (not necessarily a project included in the assessment).
3. Considered an opinion leader within the organization.
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4.2.3.4. Preparing Participants
In addition to the general awareness effort described earlier, the project
managers and software practitioners who will directly participate in the
assessment receive additional background information concerning the
upcoming assessment and their role in it. They attend one or more briefings
in which the following topics are discussed:
1. How the assessment process works and its role in the larger context
of software process improvement.
2. The role of project managers and functional area representatives in
the assessment process.
3. Relevant events which have already taken place.
4. The schedule of upcoming assessment events.
Assessment participants ask questions and discuss any concerns or issues.
In brief, they learn what to expect during an assessment. In a smoothly run
assessment, there should be as few surprises as possible for the assessment
participants.

4.3. Conducting the On-Site Assessment
Questions about the organization's software process should be prepared in
advance of the actual assessment period. This assures an efficient use of
time and complete coverage of key process issues. The SEI has developed
such a set for use in process assessments and evaluations conducted in the
DoD software community [HUM87a].
These questions are generally reviewed with the project managers in an initial
meeting. The responses provide an overview of process status and suggest
areas for further exploration. Figure 4.3 shows the flow of activities during SEI
software process assessments. Key activities during this phase of the
assessment are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Note: Figures in this document are not available in this copy. To purchase
a copy with figures, refer to the Defense Technical Information Center
(http://www.dtic.mil/).

{ SEI On-site Assessment Process Flow}

Figure 4.3: SEI On-site Assessment Process Flow

4.3.1. Opening Assessment Briefings (Day 1)
The on-site assessment starts with a presentation to the site manager and
staff. The assessment ground rules are discussed, as well as the assessment
principles and the overall schedule. An overview meeting is then held with all
the assessment participants, including the project managers and the senior
professionals who will be interviewed. Ideally, these people participate in the
opening management meeting; if they cannot, the material is presented again
later, together with a more detailed schedule for the assessment period. Any
questions and concerns are addressed, and copies of the ground rules and
schedule are distributed.
4.3.2. Reviewing Project Responses (Day 1)
The assessment team then meets in closed session to review and analyze
project responses to the questions prepared in advance. The objective is to
prepare the assessment team for the first round of discussions with project
leaders. Some of this work can be completed in advance of the on-site phase;
this can be helpful if the assessment team is being assembled from different
sites and travel funds are a problem. In addition, the team can rapidly focus
its attention on the information at hand. In any case, the result of this activity
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is a list of areas for further investigation and requests for potential supporting
material for each project.

4.3.3. Assessment Discussions
A significant amount of time is spent in discussions with software managers
and practitioners. These discussions are necessary for the assessment team
to understand the organization and to make relevant findings and meaningful
action recommendations.
4.3.3.1. General Considerations
While most technical people enjoy discussing the products they are
developing, this rarely provides much insight into the organization's problems.
The objective of the discussions during an assessment is to explore how
projects are implemented rather than learning about the products being built.
The assessment should thus focus on what the projects actually do, how they
do it, the problems encountered, and the results obtained.
In conducting assessments, it can be difficult to get accurate information. The
reasons for this include the following:
1. Questions are often misunderstood.
The English language is
imprecise, and brief questions are invariably subject to several
interpretations.
2. The respondents may have different understandings of common terms.
For example, discussion is often required to reach common
understanding on the meaning of high-level language, review, or
environment.
3. The respondents may not be familiar with much of the work in their own
organization. Some professionals are narrowly focused on their
specialty areas. Outside this sphere, they may be uninformed or even
misinformed. Managers typically have a broader view, but their handson experience is sometimes not current, and their project information
is often filtered by their people.
4. Occasionally, people are unwilling to risk the truth. While it is rare for
someone to give misinformation, stories can generally be couched in
favorable terms and valuable information can be withheld because it is
felt to not really represent the organization's work.
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As a result of these potential problems, probing and checking is an important
part of every assessment. The assessment team may thus ask for copies of
work products. When the team members are sufficiently experienced, they
can usually determine if the work was done as described.
4.3.3.2. Discussions with Project Leaders (Days 1 and 3)
Two rounds of discussions are conducted with the leaders of the projects
selected for inclusion in the assessment effort. The objective of the first round
of discussions is to clarify any issues identified by the assessment team during
its review of project responses and to request supporting materials, if
appropriate. These materials are typically documents whose existence either
verifies the affirmative response to a question or describes effective practices
or techniques which the assessment team feels may be more broadly applied
across the organization.
The second round of discussions is used to review the supporting materials,
resolve remaining issues, and review the preliminary assessment findings with
the individual project managers. Only the composite findings are discussed,
and the assessment team notes whether each project manager feels the
findings are applicable to his or her project. If each project leader agrees that
a finding is true for the organization but does not apply to his or her particular
project, the assessment team needs to reevaluate the finding.
4.3.3.3. Discussions with Functional Area Representatives (Day 2)
Meetings are also held with small groups of in-house professionals who have
expertise in various facets of software development. These free-form
discussions explore their views and suggestions on the key problems. These
discussions should typically end with a question such as: "If you could improve
one aspect of the process, what would you do and why?" In response, most
groups contribute a number of creative ideas.
4.3.4. Formulating Findings (Days 2 and 3)
Following the above discussions, the assessment team meets to develop the
assessment findings and produce the draft of the findings briefing to be
presented to project managers on the following day. While there are many
potentially useful ways of accomplishing these tasks, they all require working
under tight time constraints; typically, less than a full day is available to
develop findings:
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The findings are limited to no more than ten items. The team uses the
following guidelines: Each finding should be a major issue for most of the
projects reviewed as well as a key issue for advancing to the next maturity
level. The findings must be supported by evidence from the assessment and
addressable by an action recommendation. It is also important to be specific;
sweeping generalizations should be avoided.
4.3.5. Presenting Findings (Day 4)
The findings briefing for senior management and assessment participants
occurs on the last day of the assessment. A dry run with the participating
project managers provides them an opportunity to view the presentation as it
will be made to their management. The purpose is to ensure that the findings
are accurate, that there are no major omissions, and that the style and
terminology is appropriate.
The official findings briefing is attended by the senior site executive and staff;
it is also appropriate to invite all the assessment participants.
The
assessment team leader or a senior team representative then briefly reviews
the activities leading up to the findings and discusses each assessment
finding in detail, concluding with a discussion of the recommended next steps
for the organization.
4.4. Recommendations
4.4.1. Action Recommendation Considerations
Following completion of the management findings presentation, the
assessment team formulates action recommendations that the organization
uses as the basis for action plan development. For external assessments, the
site assessment team members play an especially important role in this
process. They are the most familiar with the complexities and subtleties of the
organization and able to assure that the recommendations are pertinent to the
site's capabilities and culture.

4.4.2. The Written Assessment Report
The final assessment activity is the presentation of a written final report,
including recommendations, to the site manager and staff. The
recommendations highlight three or four items with the highest priority. Since
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no organization can handle more than a few priority tasks at a time, the total
number of items requiring attention is usually limited to less than ten.
4.4.2.1. Role of the Report
`
For the following reasons, a written assessment report is always prepared:
1. Since presentations are generally tersely worded, their interpretation
is highly dependent on the listener background and biases. While
similar problems accompany written reports, they provide a less
ambiguous record of what was found, what was recommended, and
why. A written assessment report also provides a clear foundation for
action plan preparation and implementation.
2. Writing the actual recommendations helps the assessment team
clarify precisely what they are recommending. People who agree on
a "shorthand" presentation are often surprised by the trouble they
later have agreeing on a written statement of the same points.
3. The written statement also constitutes the only official written record
of the assessment effort. It thus provides a useful basis for future
reference and comparison.
4.4.2.2. Content of the Report
A useful format for the written assessment includes the following:
1. Executive summary: briefly covers the most important aspects of the
recommendations.
2. Assessment conduct: provides a written record of how the
assessment was conducted including when and where the
assessment was conducted, who was on the assessment team, which
projects participated, and a brief summary of what activities took
place each day.
3. Organization composite status: indicates the current maturity level at
which the organization is operating, some of its most significant
strengths, and a statement of goals the organization should strive for
as it moves forward with process improvement.
4. Findings: provides a detailed description of the key findings presented
in the findings briefing, including what the team observed, specific
instances of the finding (without identifying people or projects), and
the implications of the finding for the organization.
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5. Recommendations: briefly states the action recommendations along
with supporting discussion as appropriate.

4.4.3. Recommendations Briefing
After the assessment team has completed work on the final written report, a
formal briefing on the recommendations is given to the senior site executive
and staff; attendance by assessment participants is suggested. Not only does
this briefing present an opportunity for public discussion of the
recommendations, it also serves to maintain momentum for the change
process. Moreover, such management interest is another sign to the software
professionals that their time was well invested, and that process improvement
is an important part of their job.
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5. Establishing an Assessment Program
Since there are currently only a few professional assessment groups, most
organizations will need to assemble an assessment team of their own.
A small staff of assessment specialists can be extremely helpful in supporting
local assessment groups. If such specialists are available (through corporate
or division headquarters, for example), they must also strictly observe
confidentiality. The main advantage of such specialists is that they can
maintain a relatively stable and repeatable assessment process. Additionally,
they can also help the local organizations track their progress and compare
their performance with a composite of similar organizations.
In establishing an assessment program, the first step is to address scope.
The program could span an entire corporation, a site location, or a single
project or department. While any of these choices is possible, the first two are
more likely to succeed. The software process operates in an organizational
context and it is difficult to evaluate single projects or departments without
understanding the site management and support environment.
5.1. Establishing a Corporate Assessment Program
The most general case of assessment spans the software work of an entire
corporation. Although it may be practical to set up assessment teams at a
local level, there are some special considerations which can best be
discussed after reviewing the establishment of a corporate effort.
The first step in forming a corporate assessment activity is the decision by
management to do so. This decision requires a senior manager who is
convinced that software assessments are desirable and who has the
resources and authority to initiate and sustain them. Typically this manager is
the corporate staff executive for software or for quality. If no such executive
exists, the corporate vice president for engineering is an appropriate alternate.
In any case, this executive must consider such a program important and
agree to implement it.
Next, the executive names an individual to do the planning and recruit the
assessment staff. This person should be a seasoned software executive with
experience managing people and a demonstrated ability to operate effectively
in the corporate staff environment. These qualities are essential because of
the confidential nature of assessments and the difficulty of convincing site
managers that a corporate staff will review their operations without reporting to
corporate headquarters. Conversely, it is often difficult to convince skeptical
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corporate managers that the information gathered in assessments should be
withheld from them. This problem is particularly severe when corporate
software cost and schedule performance has been poor.
5.2. Planning a Corporate Assessment Program
The assessment program leader's initial job is to define the charter and the
organizational scope, identify staffing needs, and produce a proposed
operating plan. This work should initially be reviewed and approved by the
responsible corporate staff head and then discussed with the line managers
and site directors whose organizations will be assessed. These discussions
should not only seek agreement with the overall approach but should also
discuss staffing needs and operational methods. The meetings should always
start with an unequivocal statement of the confidentiality provisions. Line
management will not willingly participate in assessments if they are not
confidential.
They also will not generally understand or believe the
confidentiality provisions when they are first described. Confidentiality should
thus be described at the opening and close of the meetings and frequently
reinforced in the intervening discussion.
5.3. Staffing for Corporate Assessment Groups
Staffing is handled at three levels: permanent, rotating, and assessment team
membership. While the permanent staff should be kept small, it must include
at least three to five professionals. A smaller group will not build an adequate
experience base to provide leadership to the effort. Since assessments are
hard work and can be very tiring, it is also important to have a large enough
staff to permit the members to participate in alternate assessments. Ideally,
after the organization is fully operational, two assessment teams should
handle alternate assessments.
In addition to the permanent staff, it is also important to have rotating
members. These members are temporary site assignees who participate for
one- to two-year periods. Since recruiting and training take time, one year is
the minimum. Even though recruiting such personnel for longer than one-year
assignments is more difficult, 18 months should be the normal assignment
period if at all possible.
The reasons for using rotational assignments to staff the corporate group are
three: staff quality, training, and enrollment. The laboratories will be reluctant
to provide good people to corporate headquarters for permanent assignments.
They will generally not make them available at all unless a corporate executive
development program provides an incentive [HUM87b]. By participating in the
assessment group, staff members become trained in assessment methods
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and are exposed to the key problems of software process improvement. After
participating in several assessments, experienced software professionals
generally have a better appreciation of the need for software process
improvement. By witnessing the frequent struggles of software groups with
previously solved problems, they will better appreciate the costs of a lowmaturity software process. Their new knowledge also serves to enroll them in
the process improvement effort. After exposure to several assessments,
professionals often become enthusiastic agents for software process change.
Thus they become a critical site resource.
The third staffing need is for location members on each assessment team.
Once a site has agreed to participate in an assessment, however, this is
generally easy to arrange.
5.4. Initiating Corporate Assessments
When the plan is approved and staffing complete, the first assessment can
begin. It starts with a training program for the entire assessment team. In the
absence of trained people to lead such sessions, a training plan and teaching
materials should be developed by the staff. Developments can generally be
done with the aid of publicly available materials [CON73, HUM87a, HUM87b,
HUM88, HUS75, RAD85, ROD78]. After the plan has been developed, the
entire assessment team takes the course together before the first
assessment. During this training and after the assessment, the team should
critique the course and the assessment methods and suggest areas for
improvement.
5.5. Establishing a Site Assessment Program
In establishing the assessment effort at a site level, the general approach is
similar to that described for the corporate plan. The key differences are that
the activity will be on a smaller scale and that local management support is
even more important. Generally, a local assessment effort should be led by
the Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG)10 [HUM88, HUM89]. The
SEPG manager typically leads the assessments, and several SEPG staff
members participate.
Site assessments are conducted every 18 months to 2 years, so a full-time
assessment staff is not needed. Additionally, all the SEPG members should
be given experience with the assessment process. The assessment team can
thus be somewhat larger to give all members such exposure. Such broad

10An SEPG is a group of software professionals specifically chartered to focus on software process
improvement.
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staff exposure, of course, requires that the assessment be a scheduled part of
the SEPG plan so that other work is not adversely affected.
5.6. Other Considerations
Three considerations deserve special emphasis:
management support, and assessment credibility.

corporate support, local

Support from a high level of management is essential for a successful
assessment effort (the higher the level, the better). Typically the most serious
problems with the software process can only be addressed by management
and often these solutions require resource commitments.
In many
organizations, even site managers can staff only minor activities without
support and assistance from headquarters. Senior management also needs
to be aware of the assessment activity and fully support it. Otherwise, they
may not give its recommendations sufficient priority. The first time a senior
executive says, "I don't care about the assessment; what I want you to do is
this...," the improvement program is over.
Local management support is essential. If the site manager and project
managers do not support the effort, an organization should not attempt an
assessment. There is no point in rushing in to do an assessment if local
managers are not on board, even if corporate management wants it done
immediately. The local managers are the ones who must take the resulting
action, and if they do not support the effort, nothing will get done. Further, if
they do not agree to support the assessment, it will be unlikely to find the key
problems. Before proceeding, find out why the local managers do not support
the assessment and resolve it. Then proceed.
Regarding credibility, software professionals and managers are properly
skeptical about new approaches to their problems. They may have seen
previous schemes that had little or no positive impact on their jobs and doubt
that an assessment can help. Thus it is important to consciously build on prior
work and to cite it in the preparation and conduct of the assessment. A
framework which builds on prior experience demonstrates thoughtful
preparation and lends expert credibility to the effort.
6. Conclusions
As organizations recognize the need to improve their software capability, they
will find the assessment process increasingly important. It provides an orderly
identification of the most critical problems and helps initiate a comprehensive
improvement effort. Its most important single benefit, however, is to expose
the management and technical professionals to the need for continually
improving the way they do their work. That, of course, is the ultimate
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objective: to establish a dynamic process which evolves in step with the
needs and capabilities of the people who use it.
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